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Task Description:

To develop effective Human-Automation/Robotic (HAR) systems, NASA requires the development of methods and
tools to inform the decisions regarding function allocation between robots and crew members that are able to
objectively assess the implications of the assignment of these roles for the human-system performance trade space. This
research will establish a validated method for the evaluation of function allocation between robots and automated
systems and their human crew mates for use in deep space exploration missions. It will further produce computational
models of different possible combinations of a three person human crew and various classes of robots for a variety of
tasks which can be used as-is for additional analysis or modified for future concepts of operation. The method for
function allocation will apply fast-time simulation, which will be validated by ground-based human-in-the-loop
experimentation. It may also include human-in-the-loop simulation in an analog environment. 
The proposed research addresses three main research questions: First, how should roles and responsibilities be optimally
assigned to robots and humans based on a combination of task demands, robotic capabilities, and available crew
resources, with special attention to the capabilities inherent to classes of robots? Second, what is the human-robot system
performance trade-space that serves as the basis for the allocation? Third, how can this function allocation method be
validated as creating appropriate function allocation for both nominal and off-nominal operations? 

We propose a three year effort to address these questions. In the first year we propose to model the function allocation
design space that exists between humans and robots in deep space exploration missions. We will use a computational
framework called Work Models that Compute (WMC), which allows us to model dynamical systems (such as space
vehicles and robots), automated systems (such as the automated rendezvous and docking system), and human agents
working together to achieve common goals. WMC was custom designed to model function allocation and to measure
eight metrics of function allocation previously established by the proposers. In the second year we will explore the
design space, deeply investigating each metric such as taskload, authority-responsibility mismatch, coherency, etc.,
while beginning the validation process through the use of human-in-the-loop experiments with simulated robots. In the
final year we will move from exploring each metric individually to looking at their combined effects as we vary the
design space constraints, the tasks, crew stress levels, and function allocation options. We will continue our validation
efforts using human-in-the-loop experiments using a combination of simulated robots and/or real robots. These
experiments will systematically explore a large number of conditions such that they serve not only to demonstrate the
function allocation chosen by the method, but also to validate the method. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

This research has the potential to impact several fields including computational modeling of function allocation,
cognitive engineering methods, and the field human-robot teaming. 
First, this project uses current-day computational methods to model and simulate the human-robot teams at work. We
are expanding on existing methods used in aeronautics to advance the field of computational simulation of function
allocation for the improvement of crewed space exploration where we encounter additional challenges of agents with
differential capabilities, time delay of communication, and the need to represent limitations in resources which might be
both physical (say a wrench or oxygen) as well as informational (say the current CO2 levels). The capability to simulate
how human-robot teams work together will help systems designers understand the interaction between humans and space
robotics to allow for robust and effective as well as efficient teamwork across missions and different crew-robot
complements. In turn, human-robot teams not only become better at doing their taskwork, but also expand the capacity
of what human-robot teams can accomplish. Human-robot teams may then go on to accomplish the numerous tasks that
will expand humanities knowledge of space exploration. 

Second, our research also impacts the growing field of human-robot teaming, as robots continue to advance technically
and become less like tools for humans and more like peers and teammates. The computational framework and
capabilities we are creating and demonstrating advance the field of cognitive engineering to investigate robot-human
teaming, which is a research area applicable to domains beyond space exploration including manufacturing, healthcare,
transportation, and agriculture. 

  

In the first year of performance we have modelled the function allocation design space that exists between humans and
robots in future space exploration missions. We have extended a computational framework called Work Models That
Compute (WMC), which allows us to model dynamical systems (such as space vehicles and robots), automated systems
(such as the automated rendezvous and docking system), and human agents working together to achieve common goals.
WMC was custom designed to model function allocation and to measure eight metrics of function allocation previously
established by the proposers. In this year of performance we have created models of representative
multi-human/multi-robot function allocations for prototypical EVA (extravehicular activity) missions. We have then
applied these models to demonstrate key implications in how various modes of human-robot interaction, including the
implicit requirements for monitoring inherent to leaving human agents responsible for the outcome of tasks performed
by robots, the implications of different human-robot control modes, and the idling time resulting from different
distribution of tasks. 
This second year of performance we continued our exploration of the function allocation design space, and more deeply
investigated metrics of effective function allocation and human-robot teaming. Our first research effort was an elaborate
study of taskload in relation to function allocation, where we studied function allocations under different imposed
taskload constraints for each agent. The results highlighted how the taskload associated with teamwork requirements
impacts idle time and mission duration, and it can be a driving factor in a function allocation’s effectiveness. 

Our second research effort this year was the modeling and analysis of robotic failures. We have modeled robotic failures
and the required response from human agents to resolve these failures. For different function allocations, we studied
how the effects of failures ripple through the rest of a scenario. The results from this study showed that the effects of
failures are different depending on whether the robot is aware of the failure. When the robot detects the failure, and
notifies a responsible (human) agent to take action, the failed action could quickly be re-allocated to a nearby and
capable agent and the resulting impact on the mission was minimal. On the other hand, if the failure is only discovered
when the human operator confirms the robot’s action (thus the robot was not aware), the action needs to be re-done
completely, and the impact on the mission are more apparent. 

It was also clear the impact of the failure depends on how the failed action relates to others and how the actions were
allocated across the agents. For example, if a failed action has many follow-up actions, they need to be delayed until the
failure is resolved. These delays then have a particularly large impact if they are allocated to different agents, because all
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Task Progress:

failure is resolved. These delays then have a particularly large impact if they are allocated to different agents, because all
of these agents need to wait (idle time). If a failed action has no follow-up actions, other processes and actions can
continue while the failure is resolved, thus resulting in minimal impact on the mission. 

The third research effort was focused on incorporating human-robot teaming metrics in our methodology and simulation
environment. This resulted in several new function allocation metrics associated with teamwork, including the spatial
proximity of agents as they are working together and the coherency of function allocations (measured through required
interaction and communication). We took an interaction model (the Scholtz model) that is widely used in the robotics
community as a basis for modeling joint activity, in which two agents work together on a single task. This model allows
us to evaluate communication requirements at different levels of cognition (goals, intent, perception, and evaluation).
These new metrics, together with our existing metrics, have been incorporated in a postprocessing analysis script that
creates reports for cross-comparing different function allocations. 

Our fourth research effort is the validation of the simulation framework, which is currently ongoing. We have created an
experiment plan for conducting a human-in-the-loop study, wherein we will have participants working on a simulated
extra-vehicular mission. The participants will be working together with a simple robot, the Turtlebot2, which is able to
perform inspections and fetch required tools. We have a total of four conditions, which vary in the function allocation
between participant and robot, as well as the types of control input and monitoring that are supported by the robot. For
each condition, we run a nominal case and a case wherein the robot fails one of the actions. The data gathered from this
experiment will be compared to the output of our simulation framework to test whether it accurately captures the
different aspects of function allocation and human-robot teaming. 

Throughout these research efforts we have conducted several case studies, each extending our simulated extra-vehicular
maintenance scenario. In this scenario, several panels exterior to the spacecraft need to be inspected and – if in bad
condition – replaced. The aims of these case studies are to illustrate the use of our simulation framework for modeling
and analyzing human-robot interaction in function allocation, including the metrics it can assess and the resulting
insights that it can provide. The scenario includes six agents that can be deployed to execute the work: two human
astronauts, one extra-vehicular (EV) and one intra-vehicular (IV), an RMS (remote manipulator system), a humanoid
robot (Hum) that can operate inside and – at a more notional level – outside the spacecraft, a free-flying robot that can
fetch tools, and the Mission Control Center (MCC). The robotic agents might need to be controlled by a human operator,
depending on their capabilities per action, as well as the desired specifications of the function allocation. The scenario
has been adapted for our validation experiment to include only one robot (the Turtlebot), working with the
extra-vehicular and intra-vehicular astronauts. 

A model of the work for this mission was created in the computational simulation framework Work Models That
Compute. The work model consists of high-level function that each contain detailed descriptions of the work in the form
of actions. These actions can be assigned to any agent involved in the scenario. The taskwork for the scenario includes
actions associated with overhead tasks, locomotion outside the vehicle, inspection, replacement of a broken panel, and
tool handling. 
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